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ABSTRACT

We present an in-depth analysis of a single-electron box (SEB) biased through a floating node technique that is common in charge-coupled
devices. The device is analyzed and characterized in the context of single-electron charge sensing techniques for integrated silicon quantum
dots (QD). The unique aspect of our SEB design is the incorporation of a metallic floating node, strategically employed for sensing and pre-
cise injection of electrons into an electrostatically formed QD. To analyze the SEB, we propose an extended multi-orbital Anderson impurity
model (MOAIM), adapted to our nanoscale SEB system, that is used to predict theoretically the behavior of the SEB in the context of a charge
sensing application. The validation of the model and the sensing technique has been carried out on a QD fabricated in a fully depleted silicon
on insulator process (FD-SOI) on a 22-nm CMOS technology node. We demonstrate the MOAIM’s efficacy in predicting the observed elec-
tronic behavior and elucidating the complex electron dynamics and correlations in the SEB. The results of our study reinforce the versatility
and precision of the model in the realm of nanoelectronics and highlight the practical utility of the metallic floating node as a mechanism for
charge injection and detection in integrated QDs. Finally, we identify the limitations of our model in capturing higher order effects observed
in our measurements and propose future outlooks to reconcile some of these discrepancies.

VC 2024 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0203421

Single-electron boxes (SEB) are a type of nanoscale electronic
devices comprising a quantum dot (QD) coupled to a lead through a
tunneling junction.1 The chemical potential of the QD is controlled by
a gate, coupled capacitively to it (implying no current flowing from the
gate to the QD). The distinctive properties of single-electron boxes
emerge as a consequence of their nanoscale dimensions, where the
quantum nature of charge carriers becomes pronounced, giving rise to
phenomena such as Coulomb blockade and quantum tunneling, espe-
cially at low temperatures.2,3

Quantum properties of SEBs make them extremely charge-
sensitive, and these devices can be fabricated with precision engineer-
ing. In the light of the immense progress in semiconductor qubit
technologies,4 there is an increasing interest in sensitive electrometers

for silicon spin qubits that would take up a small area and be compati-
ble with large scale integration. SEB electrometers have been proposed
to be used as charge sensors for qubits5–9 or even as quantum ther-
mometers.10 For that reason, probing the state of a SEB device made
on a commercial process will be of benefit for developing quantum
sensing applications.

In this paper, we present a SEB that is formed by a metallic node
(lead) coupled to an electrostatically formed semiconductor QD. The
key feature of this study is that the biasing and detecting of the
SEB charge states is carried out through a scheme that is inspired by
a technique common for the output stage of charge-coupled
devices (CCDs).11 It is worth noting that CCDs might also be address-
ing the problem of single-electron detection but in the context of
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digital imaging.12,13 Being essentially integrated systems, CCDs are
particularly compatible with commercial and noncommercial semi-
conductor processes, and the measurement in CCDs is carried out in
the charge domain. The feasibility of such biasing schemes has been
demonstrated in Ref. 5. Moreover, quantum nanoelectronics devices
lithographically defined in semiconducting 2D electron gas (2DEG)
structures have been integrated recently with charge sensors to mea-
sure entropy changes in QD devices.14,15

The device is implemented in a commercial fully depleted silicon-
on-insulator process on a 22-nm technological node by
GlobalFoundries. Since the QD of the SEB is controlled electrostati-
cally, we are interested in deriving its quantum mechanical model tak-
ing into account effective orbitals and potential shape formation
fluctuations and asymmetries that are aspects of realistic QDs. For this
reason, we develop a type of multi-orbital Anderson impurity model16

(MOAIM) to predict the observed voltage from the SEB under the
CCD biasing and measurement scheme. We then compare the SEB
experimental characterization at a temperature of 3.5K with the model
and show that the SEB responds to individual charge transitions. This
illustrates that it is possible to utilize SEB-CCD electrometers in inte-
grated semiconductor QDs.

The system is presented in Fig. 1. The scheme of the SEB and its
biasing principle are illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The SEB consists of an
electrostatically defined semiconductor QD whose chemical potential

is controlled by the gate voltage Vg. There is a (metal) lead whose
Fermi energy EF is lying above the edge of its conduction band. The
lead is connected to the QD through a tunneling junction. The Fermi
energy of the lead is controlled by the biasing circuit in the following
way. A switch is activated to connect the lead to a voltage source that
elevates the potential of the lead to some Vpre�charge. The switch is
deactivated after this, and the node is disconnected from the voltage
source—it is in a “floating” state where any change in the number of
electrons will result in a significant change of its electric potential due
to its small capacitance. Next, the voltage Vg at the gate terminal is
adjusted to tune the alignment of the Fermi energy of the lead to the
chemical potential of the dot, allowing the tunneling of an electron
from the lead to the QD. The second switch is then activated to mea-
sure if the electric potential of the lead has changed compared to the
original state due to an electron tunneling to the QD. The capacitance
of the lead is estimated (via parasitic extraction) to be 0.8 fF. The target
design gain of the voltage amplifier is 80 (the gain is subject to process
variability). This results in an expected � 16 mV step at the output of
the voltage amplifier per one electron removed from the lead to the
QD. The temperature of the setup is 3.5K.

The SEM image of the lead and the QD is shown in Fig. 1(b).
While it is a part of a large QD array, we apply low voltages at all the
gates. This results in a very large potential energy barrier separating
the quantum dots from each other. We then can control the tunneling

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the SEB device
with its biasing scheme. (b) Scanning
electron microscope (SEM) top-view
image of sample B (more in the next fig-
ure). Inset picture shows the part of the
device we are utilizing. The floating node
is the electron reservoir (lead) coupled via
a tunneling barrier to the QD. The tunnel-
ing barrier is effectively regulated by gate
1; gate 2 on the right is used to form the
QD and to control its electrochemical
potential. (c) and (d) QTCAD17 self-
consistent simulation of the conduction
band, charge density, and Fermi level. On
the horizontal axis, we plot the distance x
(nm), and on the vertical axis, the energy
E (eV). One well (colored) is formed
under gate 1 adjacent to the lead; it is
filled with electrons and forms an
extended reservoir. The SEB well is
formed under gate 2. Varying Vg1 lowers
the tunneling barrier between the lead and
the SEB QD. Figure (c) shows the tunnel-
ing barrier change with Vg1 . Vg2 manipula-
tes the depth of the QD well. Figure (d)
shows the QD depth change with Vg2 .
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junction between the reservoir of electrons (lead) and the first quan-
tum dot, while keeping the other dots isolated. The parameters of the
devices are given in the figure caption.

The cross section view of the system is shown in Fig. 1(b). The
thin Si-film results in a transversal confinement causing a 2DEG
behavior of electrons in the film, and the in-plane confinement is con-
trolled by the gates. In this class of devices, the formation of wells of
the conduction band is defined electrostatically. The dot can form
either below the gates or in the spaces between the gates depending on
Vgj and other controlled voltages (such as the common mode voltage
Vcm). In the test presented in this paper, at Vpre-charge ¼ �410 mV
(after the pre-charge stage, the lead acquires a negative potential) and
Vgj ranging up to 0.3V, a shallow well is formed below the gates
(except for the very first one, adjacent to the lead that forms an
extended electron reservoir due to diffusion on electrons). The
self-consistent simulation of the conduction band and charge carrier
density at 3.5K, presented in the Figs. 1(c) and 1(d), confirms this
assumption. (A single-gate test device was also tested by the means of
transport measurement to confirm this.) In this study, we present the
results of two different samples that have some variations in the shape
of the lead, the spacer, and the gate.

In order to perform QD injection, spectroscopy, and characteri-
zation of its underlying physics, we first need to build a theoretical
quantum model that can describe and predict the system’s behavior.
For the purpose of capturing the physical interactions and factors that
contribute to the many-body dynamics of the QD, we employ an
extended Fermi–Hubbard model for N effective quantum orbitals. The
quantum model that describes the QD is expressed by the following
Hamiltonian:

HQD ¼
XN
i¼1

X
r2f";#g

eir nir þ
X
i�j

X
r;r0

Uij;rr0 nir njr0 ;

where eir is the on-site potential for orbital i, Uij;rr0 is the electrostatic
Coulomb coupling between an electron at orbital i and spin r and another

electron at orbital j and spin r0 with ði; rÞ 6¼ ðj; r0Þ, cð†Þir is the Fock space
fermionic annihilation (creation) operator for a fermion at orbital i and
spin r, and nir ¼ c†ir cir is the number operator. The creation/annihila-
tion operators satisfy the fermionic algebra anti-commutation relations
fc†jr; ckr0 g ¼ djk drr0 and fc†jr; c†kr0 g ¼ fcjr; ckr0 g ¼ 0 and act upon the

system’s Fock space; forM fermions, it is defined as FM � �M
m¼0H m,

withH m � H �m being them—fermion Hilbert subspace.
For the physical specifications of our system, we have taken the

QD to be of volume vQD ¼ ð80� 30� 6:25Þ nm3 and to be com-
posed of N¼ 2 effective orbitals for sample A and N¼ 3 for sample B;
these are chosen phenomenologically and ad hoc. The dimensions of
the dot are taken from the physical parameters of the system and will
provide a very good correspondence to the observed energy levels.
Since dðzÞ ¼ 6:25 nm � dðxÞ; dðyÞ and so D eðzÞ 	 D eðxÞ;D eðyÞ, we
restrict ourselves to the orbitals formed due to confinement in the
smaller x̂; ŷ� dimensions. The contributing energies are the Coulomb
intra- and inter-orbital coupling energies Uij;rr0 ¼ 3:1 meV (Si), and
the effective on-site confinement energies eAir 2 f1:56; 5:63g (meV)
and eBir 2 f1:56; 5:63; 10:91g (meV), with eir < ejr for i< j. These are
derived from a symmetric finite quantum well calculation, fine-tuned
by a common mode voltage Vcm 
 �427 mV (which is close to the

–440mV used in QTCAD), and since our formed QD need not be
completely symmetrical, we add a random fluctuation of the energy
levels to account for potential imperfections in our electrostatically

formed QD. That is, we have eXir ¼ eX ðidealÞ
kr þ deX ðasymÞ

kr , with deX ðasymÞ
kr

sampled from a normal distribution N ðl; r2Þ with mean l¼ 0 and
standard deviation r ¼ 20%. Finally, we utilize the transversal and
longitudinal electron masses18 as mt ¼ 0:19me (Si) and ml ¼ 0:98me

(Si), respectively.
In addition to the above Hamiltonian that describes the dynamics

of the isolated QD, we employ a lead Hamiltonian Hlead, which corre-
sponds to the metallic floating node in the actual structure. We treat it
as a semi-classical reservoir of electrons, from which they can jump in
and out, with different energies fkrrg and a Fermi level EF controlled
externally through manipulation of a tunable electrochemical potential
lch. We include only a left lead (L ) coupled to the QD. In addition,
we add the coupling between the lead and the QD (hybridization), so
the total Hamiltonian for our SEB will have the form of a MOAIM,

Hsys ¼ Hlead þ HQD þ
X
rr2L

sr r w
†
r r cr þ h:c:

� �
(1)

with Hlead ¼
P

rr2L kr r w†
r r wr r with krr the energy of the r level

and spin r of the metallic node Hamiltonian, wð†Þ
r r the fermionic anni-

hilation (creation) operator of an electron of energy r level and spin r
in the lead, sr r the hybridization (coupling) energy between each lead
level and the QD, and h:c: is the Hermitian conjugate counterterm.

We consider a uniform hybridization srr ¼ s, which is also
manipulated via gate voltages DVg1 in the device. In our simulation, its
values range in the srr ¼ 3� 40 leV regime, which satisfies srr � E
for any energy scale E of our system. The full Hamiltonian Hsys can
then be used to model the quantum transport properties of the system,
and how the QD electronic occupation depends on applied poten-
tials.19–21

We treat the QD in FMmax
Fock space, allowing up toMmax ¼ 4

and Mmax ¼ 6 electrons to occupy the structure for sample A and
sample B, respectively. Our density matrix q ¼ Qmm0

MM 0
� �mm0

MM 0, with
Qmm0

MM 0 ¼ jM ; mihM 0 ; m0j the Hubbard operator has diagonal ele-
ments PM m, with

P
M ;m PM m ¼ 1, and we show them symbolically

in Table I. Each of the Fock eigenstates with M electrons will be a

superposition ofm states, withm ¼ Mmax

M

� �
¼ Mmax !

ðMmax�M Þ!M !.

We assume that the lead is weakly coupled to the QD and therefore
keep up to second order hybridization terms Oðs2krÞ, so we can ignore off
diagonal elements in q and significant mixing of Fock space states.
Consequently, the dynamical evolution of the population numbers PM m

¼ PM mðtÞ is simplified to a set of partial differential master equations,22

@P00
@ t

¼ � 1
�h

XMmax

m¼1

C res
00 ; 1m �n þ

res D1m ; 00ð ÞP00 � �n �
res D1m ; 00ð ÞP1m

� 	
; (2)

@PMm

@ t
¼ 1

�h

X
m0

fC res
M�1m0 ;Mm �n þ

res DMm ;M�1 n0ð ÞPM�1m0
�

� �n �
res DMm ;M�1m0ð ÞPMm� � C res

Mm ;Mþ1 n0
� �n þ

res DMþ1m0 ;Mmð Þ � PMm

�
� �n �

res DMþ1 n0 ;Mmð ÞPMþ1m0
	g; (3)
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@PMmax m�

@ t
¼ 1

�h

XMmax

m¼1

C res
Mmax�1m ;Mmax m� �n þ

res DMmax m� ;Mmax�1mð Þ
�

�PMmax�1m � �n �
res DMmax m� ;Mmax�1mð ÞPMmax m�

	
;

(4)

where C res
Mm ;M 0m0 ¼ 2p

P
rr2L jsrramm0

MM 0j2 dðDM 0 m0 ;Mm � krrÞ is
the tunneling rate between the metallic lead and the QD with
DMm ;M 0m0 � EMm � EM 0m0 the energy difference between the two

Fock eigenstates, amm0
MM 0 � hM ;mj crjM 0;m0i the transition ele-

ments, dðx � errÞ the Dirac delta function, �n þ
resðxÞ ¼ 1

eðx�lchÞ=kB Tþ1
the

Fermi–Dirac statistical function, and �n �
resðxÞ ¼ 1� �n þ

resðxÞ.
Initializing our system with no electrons in it, P00ðt ¼ 0Þ ¼ 1, we

show the dependence of the population numbers close to equilibrium
(steady state), with respect to lch of the lead in Fig. 2(a) for sample A
and Fig. 2(c) for sample B, respectively. We can see the dynamical evo-
lution of the Fock states to approach thermal equilibrium in Fig. 2(b)
for sample A and in Fig. 2(d) for sample B. Given some initial condi-
tions, there is a clear threshold lead electrochemical potential (i.e., gate
voltage Vg) lch; th for which we have a many-body stochastic injection
in the structure, which is related to the energy level spacing between
the lead and the first non-trivial Fock state of the QD. Using the popu-
lation numbers and the corresponding electron number �ðlchÞ of each
Fock state, we can compute an average,

h�TðlchÞi � E �TðlchÞ½ � ¼
XMmax

M¼0

Xmmax

m

�Mmðlch;TÞ � PMmðlch;TÞ;

(5)

where �Mmðlch;TÞ and PMmðlch;TÞ is the number of electrons and
occupation number of state jM ;mi in the QD for an electrochemical
potential lch and temperature T, respectively.

We can connect �ðlchÞ to the actual voltage measurements in
our detectors using the transformation functions hVA

outi 
 �23 h�Ti
mV and hVB

outi 
 �16 h�Ti mV, where VX
out is the experimentally

measured voltage on structure X, as we show in Fig. 3. Here, we plot
the obtained hVX

outi as a function of the applied gate voltage Vg in order
to describe approximately the measured voltage drop. We use the
transformation function Vg ¼ 8 lch ðV=eVÞ obtained from QTCAD
simulations. Moreover, to account for the effects of noise in the
measurement, we use a Gaussian noise filter in our calculated
output observable. That is, we plot h~VX

outi ¼ hVX
outi � G noise, where

FIG. 2. Fock state occupancy probabilities PN n at T¼ 3.5 K and hybridization energy skr ¼ 20 l eV. Probability plots as functions of different system parameters. (a) Fock
states’ occupancies PN n as a function of applied voltage Vg sweep for sample A for t 
 0:6 ns. (b) Dynamical evolution of Fock states occupancies as a function of time, for
Vg 
 0:18 V for sample A. (c) The same as (a) but for the model corresponding to sample B. We see more plots, because we consider N¼ 3 orbitals in the model for this sam-
ple, so we can have up to a maximum of N max ¼ 6 electrons present in the QD and a total of 64 states. (d) The same as (b) but for the model corresponding to sample B.

TABLE I. Table of the allowed Fock eigenstates jM ;mi of the QD Hamiltonian HQD
of each Fock subspace. The states’ coefficients amk ; bmk ;…; depend on the parame-
ters of the system eir; Ujk;rr0 which are in turn dependent on the physical architec-
ture and characteristics of the QDs and control voltages vQD ; Vg ; DVg1 ; we include
here the compact expressions, since the full ones are very complex and long to write
out explicitly. The states are denoted as js1; s2; … ; sNi � �N

n¼1jsni, with sk the ẑ�
spin projection of the kth�QD level occupation. We label with m�

i the maximum
value of mi for Fi and with m

� its overall maximum value.

Number of electrons �e� Fock space eigenstate jM ;mi
0 j0; 1i ¼ j0; 0; … ; 0i
1 j1;m1i ¼

Xm1

k¼1

am1kjs1m1k
; s2m1k

; … ; sNm1k
i;

m1 2 1;…;
Mmax

1

� �
 �

2 j2;m2i ¼
Xm2

k¼1

bm2kjs1m2k
; s2m2k

; … ; sNm2k
i;

m2 2 m�
1 þ 1;…;m�

1 þ
Mmax

2

� �
 �
..
. ..

.

Mmax jMmax;m�i ¼ j "#; "#; … ; "#i
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G noise 2 N ðl; r2Þ with l¼ 1 and r ¼ 4%, for both structures.
Sweeping over Vg and DVg1 voltages in the experiment corresponds to
sweeping over lch and s in our model.

As a conclusion, we would like to highlight some key points of
this work. First, we showed that the resolution of our device is sensitive
to single-electron injection within some variance induced by thermal
noise due to finite operating temperature. This shows that both the
device and the incorporation of a metallic floating node with standard
CCD circuitry are efficient in relevant quantum charge sensing appli-
cations. Moreover, the agreement between our simulations from
QTCAD and MOAIM with the experimentally measured data further
hints at the device behaving as an SEB and a QD forming under gate 2.
The predictions of the MOAIM are compatible both with the applied
voltages and the QD geometry in the actual device, and it captures
effectively the most significant aspects of the experiment. These are the
measured voltage at electron injection plateaus (quantized charge
and Coulomb blockade), the stretching of the curves when the cou-
pling between metallic node and the QD is varied ð@hVX

outi=@s > 0Þ
and the average decrease in the variation between curve gaps
ð@2hVX

outi=@s2 < 0Þ.

On the other hand, there are some potentially interesting physics
that our model does not capture. Some of these are the small “S”
shaped bumps in the experimental data, which are located where injec-
tion happens (more apparent in sample B) and the voltage-dependent
drift in the experimental curves (more apparent in sample A). Finally,
one can in principle go beyond the semi-classical rate-equation treat-
ment presented above to include QD-lead entanglement effects,23

renormalization phenomena at low-temperatures, and spin-flip scat-
tering producing more subtle quantum behavior such as the Kondo
effect.24 We leave all of the aforementioned as interesting outlooks for
future research.
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